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PHY-120
Pneumatics and Hydraulics

Materials: 
Tables
Tape
Wood Blocks

Scissors
Trash Bags
Straws

In this experiment you will explore Pascal’s Principle

A compressed fluid (gas or liquid) transmits the pressure equally over the entire surface that 
confines it. The pressure (measured in force per square centimeter) is exerted 
perpendicularly to the confining surface

You will explore how air or water can be used to lift heavy objects with little effort. Knowing how 
heavy the objects are and how hard your must push allows you to determine the mechanical 
advantage of the hydraulic apparatus. Pneumatic (air/steam) systems are used for train brakes, tire 
and air rifle pumps, jack hammers, and so forth. Hydraulic (fluid filled) systems are used for brakes
in cars, elevator lifts, squirt guns, front-end loaders, etc.

1- Build a Pneumatic Lifter

You are asked to construct a pneumatic lifter using a plastic trash bag inflated by blowing in through a 
soda straw. (Use plastic shape to seal up the trash bag and to couple the soda straw to the interior of the
bag)

Use some thin (1/4”) pieces of wood (e.g. pencils) as spacers to keep the upper table from completely 
mashing the bags or the tubing used to blow the air into the bags. 
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2- Discussion Questions: Pneumatic Lift with Trash Bag 

What weight is being lifted? Estimated weight of table ________; of person __________

How large (estimate) is the area of contact between the bag and the upper table?

From these figures, estimate the pressure of air within the trash bag

What is the advantage of using a large bag?

3-Discussion of domed stadium roofs

Estimate: Roof area

Estimate: Weight of 1 cubic foot of snow

Estimate: Weight of roof material per square foot

Estimate: Air pressure needed to support roof ____________

How does this estimated pressure compare with the pressure produced in the trash bag pneumatic lift 
experiment?


